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Summary:
There has been over the years a lot of conversation about the balance of cue sticks, both in t

## How should a cue be balanced? ##
The late Willie Mosconi stated in his books to hold the cue in your right hand 5-6 inches behi
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Article Body:
There has been over the years a lot of conversation about the balance of cue sticks, both in t

## How should a cue be balanced? ##
The late Willie Mosconi stated in his books to hold the cue in your right hand 5-6 inches behi

The point of balance of most 58 inch custom cues today (which has become the standard) is betw

The reason for this is, to diminish the error in your stroke by bringing only one joint into p

Further, this will allow you to automatically strike the cue ball at it´s intended point of im
It should be clear then, that the further back the balance can be, the better the chance that

## Why do you want your grip hand closer to the balance point? ##
The obvious answer is to keep from having so much of the weight of the cue resting on your bri

Another very important reason for gripping the back of the cue, is to control the amount of si

Here is a simple test to understand this concept. Lay your cue on the table, holding the tip a
With the tapers of cues built today, taking grip size and types of joints into account, it is

There has been some uneducated individuals who have made the statement that a proper balance e

In conclusion, a well balanced cue will have a tendency to cause a player to grip the cue furt
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